
8:33 #1 - Fairfield #1 - Hamilton #1 - Oak Hills

8:41 #1 - Princeton #1 - Middletown #2 - Fairfield

8:49 #2 - Hamilton #2 - Oak Hills #2 - Princeton

8:57 #2 - Middletown #3 - Fairfield #3 - Hamilton

9:05 #3 - Oak Hills #3 - Princeton #3 - Middletown

9:13 #4 - Fairfield #4 - Hamilton #4 - Oak Hills

9:21 #4 - Princeton #4 - Middletown #5 - Fairfield #5 - Hamilton

9:29 #5 - Oak Hills #5 - Princeton #5 - Middletown

9:37 #6 - Fairfield #6 - Hamilton #6 - Oak Hills

9:45 #6 - Princeton #6 - Middletown

8:33 #1 - Lak. East #1 - Mason #1 - Sycamore

8:41 #1 - Colerain #1 - Lak. West #2 - Lak. East

8:49 #2 - Mason #2 - Sycamore #2 - Colerain

8:57 #2 - Lak. West #3 - Lak. East #3 - Mason

9:05 #3 - Sycamore #3 - Colerain #3 - Lak. West

9:13 #4 - Lak. East #4 - Mason #4 - Sycamore

9:21 #4 - Colerain #4 - Lak. West #5 - Lak. East

9:29 #5 - Mason #5 - Sycamore #5 - Colerain

9:37 #5 - Lak. West #6 - Lak. East #6 - Mason

9:45 #6 - Sycamore #6 - Colerain #6 - Lak. West

Back Nine

Walden Ponds Golf Course (Local Bunker Rule)
In the event that a player’s ball comes to rest in water that is in a sand bunker and either the ball is in the water 

or the player is forced to stand in the water, the remedy is the casual water rule which is:

         The player may drop inside the bunker no more than 1 club length from the nearest point of relief that 

relieves that condition providing it is not nearer the hole with no penalty incurred. If there is no area in the 

bunker that permits this relief, the player may drop outside the bunker, 1 club length from the nearest point 

outside the bunker that is not closer to the hole.

         If a player’s ball is in water that is deep enough that the ball cannot be seen or found, but the other 

players in the group agree that the ball is in the bunker, the player is entitled to relief in the same manner as 

the remedy above with no penalty.  
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